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Abstract

In 2012, the Burroughs Wellcome Fund launched a competitive 
program for grants meant to support academic institutions, 
professional societies, or other non-profit organizations as they 
develop demonstration projects that model affordable, scalable 
approaches to improving trainees’ readiness for stable, fulfilling 
careers. 
Here we provide a broad summary of the topics, themes, and 
approaches included in applications for the Burroughs Wellcome 
Fund's career guidance for trainees awards. Analysis of the pool may 
shed some light on what we-- the community of people and 
institutions working on PhD-level career development-- are all 
thinking about, as well as on what we may collectively be missing.  

159 applications have been submitted by 137 persons in four rounds 
of this competitive grant program from 2012-2017. Twenty seven 
projects have been funded, for a 17.6% success rate.

Background and Aims

projects submitted. 

Our hypothesis is that approaches that help trainees better 
acknowledge and acquire the skills expected of knowledge 
workers and efforts that help them understand career pathways 
will help them succeed in the workplace, whether as principal 
investigators, in long-term non-tenure track positions, in 
industrial careers, or away from the bench. 

That our RFPs highlight novelty and scalability influences the 
topics submitted, but in general, we feel that the applicant pool 
has reflected applicants’ sense of what their own trainees are 
seeking. Thus the aggregate pool of proposals for BWF’s CGT 
awards may provide a  snapshot of PhD-level career 
development programming to fill the perceived needs of US 
doctoral and postdoctoral trainees in the middle of the current 
decade.

Our aims are to examine our applicant pool to see how 
submitted projects align with skills gaps identified in surveys of 
potential hirers of PhDs; to look at the roles/positions of 
applicants and awardees within universities; to understand 
more about which institutions are submitting applications (and 
thus, perhaps, learn something about those which are not); and 
to understand how the funded projects reflect the universe of 
projects submitted. 

What has been submitted?What has been submitted? Who is doing this work?Who is doing this work?

What have we supported?

topic Applications
General‐‐ career skills 37
General‐‐ career skills; General‐‐ career exploration 29 52%
General‐‐ career exploration 14
Business‐‐ entrepreneurship 10
Business‐‐ industry project 4
Business‐‐ internship 3 14%
Business‐‐ skills 3
Business‐‐ career exploration 1
Communications skills 11
Communications‐‐ media 4
Teaching 11
Teaching; mentoring younger trainees 2 9%
Teaching; Communcations skills 1
Administration 4
Administration‐‐ tech transfer 3 5%
Administration‐‐university policy 1
Policy 1
Train‐the‐trainers 1
Scientific skills 8 5%
Clinical innovation 2
Clinical skills 2 3%
Clinical research careers  1

10%

More than half of proposals submitted have focused on general 
career development skills including career exploration, job-
finding, and how to behave while interning. Relatively few 
proposals have focused on business and teaching, but they make 
up more than half of the awardee pool. This reflects the strength 
of the awarded proposals, not a preference on the part of BWF.

What’s your day job?
The CGT applicant pool may be a useful 
indicator of who is doing PhD-level career 
development work on campus and beyond. 
Our core applicant pool is a mix of 
administrators who run offices (career office, 
postdoc office, etc.) and faculty. We think 
the greater relative success of faculty reflects 
their level of experience with the grant 
seeking process. We believe the relatively 
low participation of Societies and other non-
profits reflects an outreach issue rather than 
a lack of activity in that sector.
[not labeled in applicant pool column: non-profit volunteers (dark 
stripe near top), clinicians (dark red stripe near 45% mark).]

Who are you? 
Faculty members submitting grants mostly have PhDs. 
Many administrators working in this area are experiencing 
an “alternative career for scientists”. The applicant pool 
contains a typical academic mix of other clinical, business, 
and education and bachelors degrees. 

Through outreach we see among non-PhDs and some PhD 
staff considerable discomfort with grant seeking. 
Institutions might help by providing staff some general 
community-focused grants training (offered at some 
institutions through community/continuing ed) so they 
can see that success at getting grants is not just for faculty. 

What next?

While we cannot share grants data, we are happy to share the 
aggregate data here with anyone who is studying the work of 
the PhD-level career development community to understand 
how all of us involved are working together to build strong, 
well-trained, happy, productive scientists.
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